Introduction
This support pack accompanies the video 'You're Hired – episode 01'. To see the video, go to:
http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/youre-hired/episode-1

This support pack contains the following materials:
- a pre-watching vocabulary activity;
- the transcript of the video;
- a comprehension activity;
- some business notes

Before you watch

Exercise 01
Match the words and phrases in the table to their definitions.

| a. degree | b. HR |
| c. interpersonal skills | d. IT peripheral |
| e. last quarter | f. let someone go |
| g. masters | h. performance review |
| i. pull one’s weight | j. team player |
| k. the last straw | l. track record |
| m. trade press | n. vision |

1. a computer device, such as a CD-ROM drive or printer that is attached to the main computer
2. the final three months of the financial year
3. also known as an employee appraisal, is a method by which the job performance of an employee is evaluated
4. the final irritation that stretches your patience beyond the limit
5. this is an informal expression to mean fire or sack somebody from their job
6. the personnel department of an organization, dealing with the recruitment, administration, management and training of employees; abbreviation of Human Resources
7. do the work that one is obligated to
8. an award conferred by a college, university, or other post secondary educational institution as official recognition for the successful completion of a program of studies
9. An advanced degree, past your first degree, but before PhD
10. someone’s past performances viewed as a whole
11. someone who works well as part of a team
12. the ability to relate well to other people
13. a term used to describe an image of the future; in business terms it is a clear, detailed picture of what can be achieved
14. magazines and newspapers that are written for a particular sector of an industry
Transcript

Philip Hart: You what? What do you mean? You’ve lost the DollarMart contract? Oh Brian, tell me you’re joking! That’s our biggest contract! And you’ve lost it! Ok...ok...yes, I know you’ve had some personal problems recently...yes, sure...yes, I know our competitors have improved their offer...but, really Brian, these are just excuses...

Oh Brian, come on – you failed to meet agreed targets for the entire last quarter. We talked about this at your last performance review and I told you then it had to improve and to be quite honest – it hasn’t. Losing the DollarMart contract is the last straw... No, I’m sorry Brian that’s it, that’s your last chance. I’m going to have to let you go.

Let you go. Yes. That’s what it means Brian. You’re fired.

Hi Jess, can you put me through to Marcia in HR please?

Hi Marcia. It’s Philip here. Listen, I’ve had to let Brian go. He lost us the DollarMart account. Yeah, but it had been going on for a while, he just wasn’t pulling his weight anymore. He’d been warned – his last performance review was really bad. He knew it was coming...

So - we’ll be looking for someone new and we’ll need to decide on who that is...

After watching

Exercise 02
Choose the correct answer to each question.

1. Phillip Hart is angry at Brian because
   a. Brian had some personal problems
   b. Brian is joking
   c. Brian lost an important contract

2. Phillip rings Marcia to ask her to
   a. help him fire Brian
   b. help him decide on a replacement for Brian
   c. ask him a good question
3. The new employee will need
   a. a higher degree only
   b. a higher degree and five years’ experience
   c. a higher degree and five years’ international experience

4. Which skills and experience are not essential for the new employee?
   a. sales
   b. languages
   c. teamwork

5. Where is Marcia going to place an advertisement?
   a. in the specialist media
   b. online
   c. online and in specialist media

Business notes

In this episode WebWare’s CEO Philip Hart sacks his Sales Director for underperforming. Philip uses two expressions to do this. The first is *I’m going to have to let you go* which is quite a gentle way of expressing the fact. The second is *You’re fired*, which is a little more direct.

There are even more ways to express this in English. Dismiss and discharge are both quite formal:

He was *dismissed* for turning up late on a regular basis.

The director was *discharged* of his duties.

Other less formal, but more colourful ways of saying the same thing are:

*give someone the axe*

*give someone their cards*

*give someone the boot*

Answers

Exercise 01
1. d; 2. e; 3. h; 4. k; 5. f; 6. b; 7. i; 8. a; 9. g; 10. l; 11. j; 12. c; 13. n; 14. m

Exercise 02
1. c; 2.b; 3.c; 4.a; 5.c